GROWING TOGETHER
For older children

SESSION

3

A son for Abraham
MEETING AIM

To learn that nothing is too
difficult for God.
BIBLE PASSAGE

Genesis 18:1-15
BACKGROUND

There is a puzzle in this
story. How many visitors did
Abraham have? Children are
invited to ponder this detail,
helping them discover that
they need to think carefully
about Bible readings, as they
are not always straightforward.
When discussing “Nothing
is impossible with God”, be
aware that some children may
question why God didn’t cure
a grandparent’s cancer, for
example. There isn’t an easy
answer, so don’t attempt to give
one. The prayer response lets
children offer difficult things up
to God.

CIRCLE TIME
As the children arrive, chat
about what makes them laugh.
Tell each other jokes or funny
things that have happened to you this
week.
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MUSEUM OF IMPOSSIBLE THINGS
Introduce children to your
imaginary Museum of Impossible Things. What exhibits
would they suggest? Start them off with
some examples (a self-tidying bedroom,
a money tree), then gather their suggestions. Do we agree that all these things
are impossible? There may be some
debate!
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BIBLE STORY
You will need: numbers on six
cards (have more than one
copy of each if you have more
children present): ‘90’; ‘99’; ‘9 months’;
‘The biggest number you can count to’;
‘1 or 3?’; ‘4,000 ish’
Invite the children to choose a number
card and explain why they have chosen
it. What does the number make them
think of? Ask those who have chosen the
biggest number to say what it is. Then
tell the following story.
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February

Each of your numbers is important in
today’s story. Remember it as you listen,
and see what part it plays. If you like,
you can wave it when you hear it.
This story goes back long before even
your great, great grandparents were born.
This story goes so far back in time that we
don’t know exactly when it happened, so
we’ll say it happened around 4,000 years
ago, or thereabouts. This story starts
with Abraham. You remember him. He’s
the man God chose, and God promised
him that his family would be so big he
wouldn’t be able to count everyone in it!
Invite the children to say the biggest
number they can count to.
Abraham’s family would be bigger
than that! But so far, Abraham and his
wife, Sarah, had no children of their
own, and they were getting very old.
So 4,000-ish years ago, Abraham was
at home in his tent in the desert when
three strangers (or was it only one?)
stopped by. It was the hottest part of the
day, and everyone was dozing, including
Abraham. Well, he was 99 years old!
When Abraham saw he had guests, he
leapt to his feet and said to the stranger:
“Welcome. Come in, rest and let’s give
you some refreshments.” So the stranger
(or was it three strangers?) thanked
Abraham and sat down in the shade.
Abraham called for water to wash the
strangers’ feet (were there two feet or
six?). He called his wife, Sarah, who was
also having a nap. Well, she was 90 years
old! Sarah set to work making some bread
rolls, while Abraham chose a calf to roast.
He served the meat with Sarah’s fresh
bread, butter and milk; a delicious feast
for one special guest (or was it three?).
The special guest ate the feast and
said: “When I come back, your wife
Sarah will have a son.”
Inside the tent, Sarah overheard this
and chuckled quietly to herself. “Me? A
mum? At my age?! Ha ha ha! Impossible!
That’s a good one!”
Then the guest said to Abraham: “Why
is Sarah laughing? Is anything impossible for God? When I come back, she will
have a son.”
Sarah said loudly: “I wasn’t laughing.”
and he said: “Oh yes, you were.”
And so the three guests (or was it
only one?) went on their way, and sure
enough, Sarah found that she was going
to have a baby. When he was born, nine
months later, she called him Isaac,
which means ‘laughter’.

CHATTING TOGETHER
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Chat about this story using
these questions:

• How was your number important in
the story?
• What questions would you like to ask
Abraham or Sarah about this story?
• Who do you think visited Abraham
and Sarah that day?
• Does this story remind you of any
others in the Bible?
• Is anything impossible for God?

CREATIVE RESPONSE
You will need: a long strip of
paper marked like a sliding
scale: EASY-HARD-IMPOSSIBLE (colour-coded green-orange-red);
felt-tip pens; plain wooden lolly sticks
or small strips of paper
Display the sliding scale and write two
events from the story on two lolly sticks:
‘Having a baby at 90’ and ‘Being one
person and three people at once’. Invite
children to place the sticks somewhere
along the scale. Are these things easy,
hard or impossible for us to do?
The children can take lolly sticks and
write or draw some more things that are
hard or impossible for them, or for human
beings generally, for example maths, dealing with bullies, curing certain diseases.
Place these sticks along the scale.
Invite the children to suggest some
hard or impossible things that the Bible
says God did (for example turning water
into wine, bringing someone back from
the dead). What did doing this activity
make them think about God?
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PRAYER
You will need: sticks and pens
from ‘Creative response’
When God told Mary she was
going to have an impossible baby called
Jesus, his angel said: “For nothing will
be impossible with God” (Luke 1:37).
Say that you’re going to take the things
that are too hard for you and offer them
to God in prayer.
Invite everyone to take the lolly sticks
they wrote their hard things on, and to
write some more if they would like to.
Lie the lolly sticks down together in the
shape of a cross. Pray together:
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God, we offer you the things that are too
difficult for us, and leave them in your
hands. Amen.
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